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defined as non~rep11eariancy to existence. Kant to make out what 'is meant by this ; but the 
.defines it ·as that which satisfies the. formal phrase is evidently modelled on potentia 
·conditions of experience (Krit. d. i'einen jYl'ixcilma, which is a state of high prepared
·Vemwnft; xst.ed., '218, 234). . · ne.ss for· exiStence; so that proximate possi-

The possible proposition, or problematic bility would be a high grade of possibility in 
judgment, as it is called by German logicians, a proposition amounting almost to positive 
.is, sa~d by many logicians, especially Sigw~rt, . .B.I!IIertion. . · 
_.not to be any proposition· at all, because it ReaZ posBi7n'Zity is possibility in the thing, 

;~ .:not draw a sharp .line between truth as contradis~uished . from mere logical 
:;and ·falsity. It -seems to be necessary to possibility (Scotus, Opus O:xxm., L· ii. '[, Ad 
distingui.Bh ;between .a .~proposition which secwrulam :p.robatiCYMm maioris). . : 
·asilerts that under such ·.and such general Remote posBibility : the possibility of. e. 
conditions a. certain 'thjng is possible1 of which ·proposition which is far from being. positively 
an example is the proposition' that {)f any two· asserted. . Also used in common speech. · 
collections one is not greater than the othet, Sf.lh.stantive possibility: the admissibility oi 1 
and a proposition which pretends to be no more a pure hypothesis (as illustrated above). ( c.s.l'.) . .,....1 
than a conjecture. If a conj.ecture can be P.ost hoc, ergo propter hoc '[Lat.]: see 
.absolutely baseless, which may be doubted, a. FA.LLAOY. . l 
proposition which pretended to be no more Postpreclica.ment [La.t. posepraedicamen-
than that may be said .to be no proposition tum] : Ger. Poopriidicament; Fr. postpr~-
a.t all. But it can hardly be maintained that dicament; !tal. categorie postume. One of 
when Poincare says that there is no physical tive .relations which are considered by A.,ris1;,Qtle 
law. wha.tev.er which . will not be rendered in the book of Praedicamenta, or Categories, 
more certain by every new confirmatory ex- after he has disposed of the predicaments them~ 
peciment, he is depriving those laws of all selves. ·They are oppoBita (iivnrulp.fva, in cap. 
meaning as propositions. ~.xi) of four kinds (see OPPOSITION, in logic), 

Logical posBibility : that of a. hypothesis prius (1rptfrEpov, in cap. xii) of five kinds (see 
not .involving any.self-contradiction. . PRioR)," Bimul. (6.p.a, in c&p. xiii) of two kin4s, 

Mflre posBibility : that• of a. state of things motus (Kl"''u,s, in cap. xiv) of eQ:. kinds, and 
which might come to pa.s.s, but, in point of lw,bere (E'xflv, in Cs.p. xv) of eight kinds (see 
fact, never will. In common language,· ex- PossESSION). . 
a.ggerated to the 'merest possibility.' ;Abelard gave a. special meaning' to this 

Metaphysical posBibility ought to mean a word (for·. which see Prantl, Gesch. d. Logik, ii .. 
possibility of existence, nearly a potentiality ; 1 6 9 ), and also added Antepredicament. ( o.s.P.) .....l 
b~t the phrase does not seem to be used in Post-selection [Lat. post+ selectus, chosen]: 
.that sense, but rather in the sense of possi- foreign equivalents are .not in use. Natural 
.bility by supernatural power. selection of a structure, function, habit, m: 

Moral possibility. one might expect should instinct·, effected at a period in the life-history 
be the oppo.site of .moral impossibility, mean- of the individual subsequent ·to the period whel_l 
ing, therefore, something reasonably free the character selected.appeinil or takes place. 
from extreme improbability. But, in fact, it Suggested by Minot. A structure appe8-!s 
.seems to be used to mean what is mora.lly in an embryo; but~ not benefiting the embryo, 
.permissible. . selection cannot act until a later stage, in 

Physical posBibility: (I) that which a know- which further development has rendered the 
ledge .of the laws of nature would not enable structure ·useful. A parasitic wasp lays an 
.a person. to be sure was not. true ; ( 2) that egg in a larva, but without benefit to heraelf; 
which might be brought about if psychological but the benefit by which selection acts appears 
and spiritual conditions did not prevent, such in the life of the offspring. These illustra
.as the :Pope's pronouncing ex cathedtra as an tiona make the term clearer. Most natural 
.article of faith the fa.llibility of a.ll his. own selection is post-selection. . 
utterances. LiteratU'I'e: MINOT, Biol. Centralbl., xv. 

Practicalpo88ihililly: thatwhichlieswithin (1895) 584 (trans. in Amer. Natural., 1895); 
,the power. of. a . person or combination of CH. DARWIN, Origin of Species (1859). ·(o.s.M.) 
-persons. under · external conditions likely to Postulate [Lat. postulatum, begged, used l 
.be fulfilled, and questionable chiefly because to translate Gr. at"lp.a]: Ger. VO'I'aussetzung 
.internQl conditions may not be fulfilled. (the German Postulat = FO'I'derwng is a very 
• f1·oximate possibility. It is .. very difficult different idea from ~~at properly expressed by 
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